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A New York Times bestseller, science journalist Adam Rogers'sProof is a spirited narrative on
the fascinating art and science of alcohol, sure to inspire cocktail party chats on making booze,
tasting it, and its effects on our bodies and brains, from "one of the best science writers
around" (National Geographic).Winner of Gourmand Award for Best Spirits BookAn IACP
Cookbook Awards WinnerFinalist for the PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science Writing
AwardHumans have been perfecting alcohol production for ten thousand years, but scientists
are just starting to distill the chemical reactions behind the perfect buzz. In a spirited tour across
continents and cultures, Adam Rogers takes us from bourbon country to the world’s top gene-
sequencing labs, introducing us to the bars, barflies, and evolving science at the heart of boozy
technology. He chases the physics, biology, chemistry, and metallurgy that produce alcohol, and
the psychology and neurobiology that make us want it.If you’ve ever wondered how your drink
arrived in your glass, or what it will do to you, Proof makes an unparalleled drinking
companion.“Lively...[Rogers’s] descriptions of the science behind familiar drinks exert a
seductive pull.”—New York Times“Rogers’s book has much the same effect as a good drink. You
get a warm sensation, you want to engage with the wider world, and you feel smarter than you
probably are. Above all, it makes you understand how deeply human it is to take a drink.”—Wall
Street Journal

From the Inside Flap“Follow a single, microscopic yeast cell down a rabbit hole, and Alice, aka
Adam, will take you on a fascinating romp through the Wonderland of ethyl alcohol, from
Nature’s own fermentation to today’s best Scotch whiskies—and worst hangovers. This book is a
delightful marriage of scholarship and fun.” — Robert Wolke, author of What Einstein Told His
CookHumans have been perfecting the science of alcohol production for ten thousand years,
but modern scientists are only just beginning to distill the complex reactions behind the perfect
buzz. In a spirited tour across continents and cultures, Adam Rogers puts our alcoholic history
under the microscope, from our ancestors’ accidental discovery of fermented drinks to the
cutting-edge laboratory research that proves why—or even if—people actually like the stuff.From
fermentation to distillation to aging, Proof offers a unique glimpse inside the barrels, stills, tanks,
and casks that produce iconic drinks. Rogers ventures from the whisky-making mecca of the
Scottish Highlands to the most sophisticated gene-sequencing labs in the world—and to more
than one bar—introducing us to the motley characters and evolving science behind the latest
developments in boozy technology. He uncovers alcohol’s deepest mysteries, chasing the
physics, molecular biology, organic chemistry, and even metallurgy that power alcohol
production, and the subtle mixture of psychology and neurobiology that fuels our taste for those
products.With intoxicating enthusiasm, Rogers reveals alcohol as a miracle of science. If you’ve



ever wondered exactly how your drink of choice arrived in your glass, or exactly what will happen
to you once you empty it, Proof makes an unparalleled drinking companion. --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.IntroductionDeep in New York’s Chinatown is a storefront made nearly invisible by
crafty urban camouflage. The sign says that the place is an interior design shop, which is
inaccurate, but it doesn’t matter because a cage of scaffolding obstructs the words. Adjacent
signage is in Chinese. Even the address is a misdirect, the number affixed to a door leading to
upstairs apartments. If you weren’t looking for this place, your eye would skate right past it. But
if you have an appointment and can figure out that address-number brainteaser, you might
notice a scrap of writing on a piece of paper taped into the window at about waist-level. It says
booker and dax. A savvy New Yorker would know that Booker and Dax is the name of a homey,
brick-walled bar on the Lower East Side, about twenty blocks north of here. Drinkers revere the
place—it is, arguably, one of the most scientific drinking establishments in the world. Cocktails at
Booker and Dax aren’t poured so much as engineered, clarified with specialized enzymes and
assembled from lab equipment, remixed from classic recipes to more exacting standards by a
booze sorcerer named Dave Arnold. The Chinatown storefront is the sorcerer’s
workshop. Trained as a sculptor at Columbia University, former director of culinary technology
at the French Culinary Institute, technologist behind some of the world’s most experimental
chefs, host of a popular radio show and blog on cooking techniques, Arnold is more than
anything an inventor  —  of gadgets and devices, yes, but also of cocktails. He makes familiar
drinks taste better than you’d believe, and crazy drinks that taste fantastic. Stocky, with spiky
salt-and-pepper hair, Arnold is talking from the instant he comes through the door. He squirts
himself a glass of sparkling water, carbonated via the workshop’s built-in CO2 line to his exact
specifications—he likes bubbles of a particular size—and starts running through a bunch of
projects. The sorcerer is in. The workshop is narrow, maybe twenty feet wide, and the
basement is wired for 220 volts and full of power tools. On the main level, a whiteboard covered
in project notes and a drying rack for laboratory glassware dominate one wall. The other is all
shelves, books on the right and then bottles of booze. Arnold recycles bottles to hold whatever
he’s working on; ribbons of blue tape affixed over the original label say what’s really in them. For
example, a square-shouldered Beefeater gin bottle is half-full of brown liquid instead of clear, a
dissonant image for anyone who has spent significant time staring at the back shelves of bars.
Arnold pulls the bottle down and puts it in front of me, alongside a cordial glass. “Only take a
little,” he says. The handwritten label reads “25% cedar.” I pour a half-ounce and take a quarter-
ounce sip. It tastes like stewed roof shingle. Arnold watches my face crumble inward, and then
snorts a little. He hasn’t quite got that one right. Further to the left, after the bottles, are white
plastic tubs and bottles of chemicals. “I don’t even know what some of this is,” Arnold says. He
pulls a tub off the shelf and reads the label. “What the hell is ‘Keltrol Advance
Performance?’” Xanthan gum, is what it is—an emulsifier, good at making combinations of
liquids and solids stick together and stay creamy. In fact, most of Arnold’s chemicals come from



one of three classes—thickeners like the Keltrol, enzymes to break down proteins, and fining
agents, things to help pull solid ingredients out of liquids. “My standard response to a new fruit or
flavor is to clarify and see what happens,” Arnold says. Gelatin and isinglass are good for
removing tannins; chitosan (made of crustacean shells) and silica can pull solids out of milk. But
vegans can’t eat chitosan, gelatin, or isinglass—they’re all animal products. Arnold would like
another option to offer at the bar. Chitosan made from fungal cell walls might get past the vegan
barrier but doesn’t clarify as well, he says, and neither does the mineral bentonite. Arnold also
uses agar sometimes; it comes from seaweed. “I prefer agar clarification to gelatin,” he says.
“There’s a flavor difference. Sometimes it’s a benefit and sometimes it’s a detriment. Depends on
the application.” The point of all this stuff is to bring to bear the most sophisticated chemistry
and lab techniques in the service of one singular, perfect moment: the moment when a
bartender places a drink in front of a customer and the customer takes a sip. So, for example,
Booker and Dax makes a drink called an Aviator, a riff on a classic pre-Prohibition cocktail called
an Aviation—that’s gin, lemon, maraschino liqueur, and a bit of crème de violette. Made properly,
it has a kind of opalescent, light blue hue and an icy citrus prickle. Arnold’s version uses clarified
grapefruit and lime and actually manages to improve on the original in terms of intense, gin-
botanical-plus-citrus flavors while remaining water-clear. Alcoholic beverages are, in their way,
much more complicated than even the most haute of cuisines. This is the kind of insight that
drives Booker and Dax. Though Arnold doesn’t really cop to that. “I’m not trying to change the
way people drink. I’m trying to change the way we make drinks,” he says. “I’m not trying to push
the customers out of their comfort zone.” Quite the opposite, in fact. Arnold says that all his
tinkering and tuning, all the rotary-evaporatory distillation and chitosan fining, is about pushing
people into a comfort zone. He’s trying to take a rigorous, scientific approach to creating a
perfect drinking moment, every time. That said, while appreciating Arnold’s sorcery doesn’t
require that a customer know the secret to the trick, it helps if the customer at least notices the
magic. “Sometimes,” Arnold acknowledges, “if a customer doesn’t know anything about what
we’re doing, it can be problematic.” In the early days of Booker and Dax, when Arnold was still
working behind the bar every night, a guy came in and ordered a vodka and soda. It’s arguably
the dumbest mixed drink ever invented. In most bars, the bartender fills a tumbler with ice, pours
in a shot of cheap vodka—not from the shelves behind the bar but from the “well” beneath it,
where the more frequently used house labels are—and then squirts in halfheartedly carbonated
water from a plastic gun mounted next to the cash register. Not at Booker and Dax, though.
Arnold thought about it for a moment and told the guy he could make one, but it would take ten
minutes, and could the customer please specify exactly how stiff he wanted it? Arnold was going
to calculate the dilution factor you’d ordinarily get from ice and soda, titrate vodka and maybe a
little clarified lime with still water, and then carbonate the whole thing with the bar CO2 line. It
seems like a lot of trouble in the service of an unappreciative palate. “Why serve it at all?” I ask.
“Vodka and soda is a crap drink.” “I think a vodka and soda is a crap drink because it’s poorly
carbonated,” Arnold answers. “If I can make it to the level of carbonation I like, it won’t be crap. I



will not serve a cocktail that will make me sad.” I push the point. “But the customer wants a
crummy vodka and soda, with soda from a gun, because that’s what he’s used to.” “Look, it’s
not our place to judge people’s taste preferences. But I won’t serve you crap.” Arnold pauses for
a moment, sips at his house-carbonated water. “I’ve never had someone not like the better
version.” I’ve had perfect bar moments. They’re what led to this book. Here’s one: I was
supposed to meet a friend for an after-work drink on a swamp-sticky Washington, D.C., summer
day, and I was late. I rushed across town to get to the bar and showed up a mess, the armpits of
my shirt wet, hair stuck to my forehead. The bar, though, was cool and dry—not just air-
conditioner cool, but cool like they were piping in an evening from late autumn. The sun hadn’t
set, but inside, the dark wood paneling managed to evoke 10 p.m. In a good bar, it is always 10
p.m. I asked for a beer; I don’t remember which one. The bartender nodded, and time slowed
down. He put a square napkin in front of me, grabbed a pint glass, and went to the taps. He
pulled a lever, and beer streamed out of a spigot. The bartender put the glass of beer in front of
me, its sides frosting with condensation. I grabbed it, felt the cold in my hand, felt its weight as I
lifted it. I took a sip. Time stopped. The world pivoted. It seems like a small transaction—a guy
walks into a bar, right?—but it is the fulcrum on which this book rests, and it is the single most
important event in human history. It happens thousands of times a day around the world, maybe
millions, yet it is the culmination of human achievement, of human science and apprehension of
the natural and technical world. Some archaeologists and anthropologists have argued that the
production of beer induced human beings to settle down and develop permanent agriculture—to
literally put down roots and cultivate grains instead of roam nomadically. The manufacture of
alcohol was, arguably, the social and economic revolution that allowed Homo sapiens to
become civilized human beings. It’s the apotheosis of human life on earth. It’s a miracle. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverNamed a Best
Science Book of 2014 by Ebook Library, Wired, the Guardian, and NBCWinner of the 2014
Gourmand Award for Best Spirits Book in the United States “Lively . . . [Rogers’s] descriptions of
the science behind familiar drinks exert a seductive pull.” — New York Times Humans have been
perfecting alcohol production for ten thousand years, but scientists are just starting to distill the
chemical reactions behind the perfect buzz. In a spirited tour across continents and cultures,
Adam Rogers takes us from bourbon country to the world’s top gene-sequencing labs,
introducing us to the bars, barflies, and evolving science at the heart of boozy technology. He
chases the physics, biology, chemistry, and metallurgy that produce alcohol, and the psychology
and neurobiology that make us want it. If you’ve ever wondered how your drink arrived in your
glass, or what it will do to you, Proof makes an unparalleled drinking companion. “Rogers’s book
has much the same effect as a good drink. You get a warm sensation, you want to engage with
the wider world, and you feel smarter than you probably are. Above all, it makes you understand
how deeply human it is to take a drink.” — Wall Street Journal Adam Rogers is the articles editor
at Wired, where his feature story “The Angels’ Share” won the 2011 AAAS Kavli Science
Journalism Award. Before Wired, he was a Knight Science Journalism Fellow at MIT and a writer



covering science and technology for Newsweek. He lives in Berkeley, California. --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review''Follow a single, microscopic yeast cell
down a rabbit hole, and Alice, aka Adam, will take you on a fascinating romp through the
wonderland of ethyl alcohol, from nature's own fermentation to today's best Scotch whiskies -
and worst hangovers. This book is a delightful marriage of scholarship and fun.'' --Robert L.
Wolke, author of What Einstein Kept Under His Hat and What Einstein Told His Cook''Proof, this
irresistible book from Adam Rogers, shines like the deep gold of good whiskey. By which I mean
it's smart in its science, fascinating in its complicated and very human history, and entertaining
on all counts. And that it will make that drink in your hand a lot more interesting than you
expected.'' --Deborah Blum, author of The Poisoner's Handbook: Murder and the Birth of
Forensic Medicine in Jazz Age New York''Impressively reported and entertaining . . . The science
here can be intimidating to process, but when enjoyed in leisurely sips, Rogers's cheeky and
accessible writing style goes down smoothly, capturing the essence of this enigmatic, ancient
social lubricant.'' --Publishers Weekly''From the action of the yeast to the blear of the hangover,
via the witchery of fermentation, distillation, and aging, Wired articles editor Rogers takes
readers on a splendid tour of the booze-making process . . . Rogers gives booze a thorough
going over, complete with good cheer, highbrow humor, and smarts.'' --Kirkus Reviews (starred
review)''Rogers (articles editor, Wired) contends that the perfect alcoholic beverage represents
a pinnacle in human achievement, as it encapsulates millennia of experimentation in chemistry,
engineering, sociology, and biology . . . The author takes care to guide lay readers through
complex scientific processes by providing helpful analogies, background information, and
anecdotes. Foodies will likely enjoy Rogers' primer on the science behind alcohol, and other
consumers of science journalism will savor his absorbing and enlightening account.'' --Library
Journal --This text refers to the audioCD edition.About the AuthorADAM ROGERS is articles
editor at Wired, where his feature story ''The Angels' Share'' won the 2011 AAAS Kavli Science
Journalism Award. Before coming to Wired, he was a Knight Science Journalism Fellow at MIT
and a writer covering science and technology for Newsweek.--This text refers to the audioCD
edition.Read more
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CGIsackson, “Interested in Alcohol's History, Chemistry, and Drink Fermentation Processes?.
Interested in Alcohol's History, Chemistry, and Drink Fermentation Processes? Then this book
will quickly become a go-to for cocktail information, making you a drinking companions hit
conversationalist! It contains the history of drinking, brewing, types of yeasts, types of
fermentation processes and much more in a very easy to read the book.I bought it as a gift to a
fellow who happened to see it at another friend's home and was totally intrigued by it, so I got it
for him. I used to distill alcohol and understand what the process entails and I found this book
totally well written and worth the time to read (or have it ready for a long plane trip). Please buy
this and become an alcohol expert!”

Ashley Anderson, “pathetic semester of human biology. I’ve never appreciated alcohol. I’m an
early 90’s kid and I can count the ‘adult’ beverages I’ve had on one hand. Only a few weeks ago I
learned about ‘shotgunning’ beer. Yeah, I’m that person.Oddly, Proof was just my kind of book.
This was a massive information drop on a subject that I have never truly appreciated, and didn’t
know much about. Rogers writes in journalistic style with enough wit and humor that made it
both edgy and entertaining. The book made me thirsty, and as I drank, I began to appreciate
alcohol. In the beginning of the book, terminology such as ‘amino acids’, ‘ATP, and ‘alleles’ were
popping up. I began having flashbacks to my one, pathetic semester of human biology. My
interest in organic and biochemistry was sparked. Rogers took me into biology labs, distilleries,
and fermentation process labs where the I experienced the process of booze-making for the first
time, the basics of ethanol, the role of ‘congeners’ (molecules other than ethanol and water in
any drink that gives distillates their flavor), and how the mycology of both environment and
storage impart the taste and finer flavor to the end-product.Whenever the book seemed to
become a bit too dry, Rogers would masterfully become facetious, writing, “Few three-word
phrases inspire less confidence than “according to yelp” or “23% of people do not get hangovers
(the scientific term for them is “jerks”).” It’s important to remember that Rogers is not a scientist,
but instead a journalist interested in science. The book is serious; it just doesn’t take itself too
seriously. Rogers impressed me most by projecting the simple way alcohol can and should have
a place in life. Most people my age are sots. They have no class. Handling alcohol with style is
an instant point of difference the classy have over other drinkers. Rogers makes you want to rise
above the “whoever drinks more” competitions, and to become a classy drinker who would never
succumb to a thing as trite as peer pressure. I half expected Cary Grant or Humphrey Bogart
photographs at the end of the book to assist as representative examples.In the end, Rogers said
it best: “People sometimes think science is about discovery. But the action in science, the fun
part of doing it (or reading about it), isn’t answers. It’s questions, the stuff we don’t know. Behind
every step of the process that produces fermented beverages and then distills those into spirits,
there is deep science, with a lot of researchers trying to figure it all out.”I’m still trying to figure it



all out. What I do know is that I’ve been impressed. Rogers’ book is a triumph. He has written a
fantastic book, and we will have to live with the consequences.”

Jacob, “10/10 Great Read for everyone interested in alcohol information and how stuff happens.
I absolutely loved this book, and thought it was very well written and highly informative in the
world of alcohol. I was marking up almost every page with cool information and funny tid-bits of
information. I loved reading this book, and have recommended it to a handful of friends and
family.”

Ivan Mejia J., “Meritorious Investigation on Ethanol. The Science of Booze is a very interesting
book on alcoholic fermentation, whisky fabrication and the effects of ethanol consumption.Mr.
Rogers exposes a meritorious and extensive investigation he made in Canada, USA and
Scotland, that deserves a slow and careful reading by those people interested in knowing what
they are getting when drinking alcoholic beverages.The large bibliography shown at the end,
provides profuse information for the prospective investigators on the booze theme.The notes
extend the scope of the book and the index, which is an orderly list of concepts, is very helpful to
search information along it.Since the book is written in colloquial language, it has somehow
difficult passages to be quickly understood by nonnative English language readers.”

BazColeman, “There is a lot in this book and I may well read it again. I do drink and, according to
my doctor, a little? too much. I would not say, though, at the age of 70, I overdo it. My first
proper drink, which was a pint of beer, was at the age of 16. I have, then, a lifelong interest so I
thought I'd read this to fill in some of the gaps and explode some of the mythology around
booze. Adam Rogers has certainly done that. The style is informative but not overwhelmingly
scientific although the basis for the science and development of fermentation is there in the
amount of detail that I found interesting. There are no lectures on drinking too much which I
would have found difficult to swallow. There is, however, basic information on what alcohol does
to your body which is not necessarily all bad.. There are many instances of what I would call dry
humour and I enjoyed these and you need to look out for them. I found the length of time we
chimps (sorry, humans) have been getting a little merry with the help of our yeasty friends very
interesting. I found it very interesting that, like dogs from wolves, yeasts have developed
alongside us to suit our various fermentation purposes. I will not drink more or less after reading
this book and this was not the kind of advice that I wanted. I will, however, understand a lot more
about the social and scientific background to my Friday evening tipple.  I'm among friends!”

Jude, “Should appeal to a wide readership. Bought for my partner. I've been told it's an excellent
read - well written and informative. He has a moderate interest in science (moreso booze) but he
reads mostly fiction. Nonetheless he really enjoyed it so should suit a lot of readers.”

Ebook Library Reader, “v.g. verry interesting reeding”



Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. brilliant”

Mr. Richard C. Cox, “Five Stars. Very good read indeed.”

The book by Adam Rogers has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 546 people have provided feedback.
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